
Nordic plastics action in reducing marine litter  -

What has been done, what is going on and what more could be 
done?”
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 Plastics litter in any environment is 
unacceptable 

 Plastics sector has initiated tens of solutions and 
initiatives across the world in order to prevent 
littering 

 Many good steps to right direction are already 
being taken, but there is still a long to way to go

Marine litter in general 
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Marine Litter is not 
acceptable!

Global industry initiatives for Solutions on Marine Litter:

 We “are firmly committed to the principle that plastics do not 
belong in the world’s oceans and should not be littered -- plastics 
should be responsibly used, reused, recycled and finally recovered for 
their energy value.” - Declaration of the Global Plastics Associations for 
Solutions on Marine Litter, since 2011

 World Plastics Council puts focus on waste management and marine 
litter, since 2014 
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 Now we are getting more accurate data with 
analysis: It gives us better focus, opens more 
efficient way forward

 Countries are developing new waste treatment 
plants, closing open-air landfills, changing some 
negative habits that have earlier caused littering

 Pellet loss –action and material efficiency  are 
something that plastics industry can directly do 
and has done actively last decade 

 Good practices and awareness are spreading 
now faster than trash    

Present situation : 
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 Still better solid & liquid waste treatment is needed: 
From landfill towards closed facilities, higher sewage 
efficiency & better coverage (esp. rural areas)   

 Non-littering collection: Deep collection systems, pipe-
transport for solid wastes, compressors to avoid 
overflows, quality baling and other sophisticated, but 
easy to use collection systems and waste logistics

 Improvement into some questionable practices that may 
litter : like snow melting and boat cleaning places, etc. 

 Encourage public attitude so that people really use the 
plastics and waste collection & recovery right way 

What more could be done?
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 Plastics waste does not belong to environment, 
where it is a good resource in absolutely wrong 
place

 Right plastics applications offer the best 
cleantech solutions and together with right 
behavior they will clean up and keep our waters 
pure

Finally
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